SURFSIGHT AI POWERED
VIDEO TELEMATICS
for smarter connected ﬂeet

AN EXTRA ‘SET OF EYES’
ON THE ROAD
Surfsight provides real-time visibility and
valuable insights into the overall ﬂeet
performance, helping ﬂeets increase
safety & savings.
Equipped with a cloud connected
dashcam, Surfsight visually captures the
drive, automatically detects and ﬂags
harsh driving incidents and provides
on-demand view and retrieval on
Surfsight's cloud platform.

AI POWERED

MULTI-PACKED SENSORS

AI CLOUD-CONNECTED DASHCAM

Alert distracted drivers,
addressing one of the leading causes
of preventable accidents

Real-time detection of
dangerous driving events

Dual front-facing & cabin-facing camera to
capture your drive and protect you on the
road in real-time

CLOUD STORAGE

ROUTE TRACKING

BIG DATA ANALYTICS & REPORTS

Automatically upload footages of
harsh driving incidents and provide
on-demand video retrievals

Real time GPS tracking &
location history

Customized dashboard & reports for
a group or a single vehicle, with the
ability to drill down to a speciﬁc event

AN EXTRA 'SET OF EYES'
Get real-time visibility into your ﬂeet vehicles,
drivers, passengers, cargo & goods

SAVE LIVES
Maximize safety with real-time alerts of harsh driving
incidents & AI detection of distracted driver

CONNECTED VIDEO TELEMATICS
Harness the power of video to connect your vehicles
and manage them on a single dashboard
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HIGHLIGHTS
AI CLOUD CONNECTED DASHCAM

VALUES
IT'S THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU CAN
MAKE FOR YOUR FLEET

Wide angle front facing and cabin
facing cameras

Improve safety with live alerts from harsh
driving incidents & SOS button

IR night vision for a clear image inside
the cabin

Reduce accidents with AI detecting
distracted drivers, addressing one of the
leading causes of preventable accidents

Powered AI and sensors for detecting
harsh driving incidents including driver
distractions

Reduce claims & insurance cost with
live-video evidence stored in the cloud

LCD screen for simplifying installation
& troubleshooting, reviewing videos &
driver alerts

Improve operation visibility with on-demand
video footages retrieval. Preventing cargo
damage and theft

LTE 3G/4G support, Wiﬁ (act as a Wiﬁ
hotspot) and bluetooth

Minimize vehicle idling time with live GPS
and data on driving

Tamper resistant secured, 128 GB SD
card support

Increase drivers liability. Engaging
employees in improving safety with data on
driving behavior

Built-in battery for parking mode
High resistance to heat or extreme
cold suitable for vehicles
Simple 2 minutes in-vehicle installation
FCC, PTCRB and US operators
certiﬁcation

Provide instant assistance and assess
damages from the ﬁeld in real-time with
live-video view
Personalized drivers training based on
driver’s driving style with data on each driver

SURFSIGHT CLOUD DASHBOARD
Analytics & customized reports for
single or group of vehicles
A cloud web based, multi-language,
management platform
Manage multiple vehicles at the same
time on a single screen view
Group vehicles into groups and manage
them independently
Bookmarks to view selected cameras
from diﬀerent vehicles in a single view
Events log including live-video from
each event
Secure video sharing inside and outside
the network by generating a simple URL
link. Allow for maximum collaboration
and distribution
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In the last decade, telematics systems
have transformed the way we manage
our ﬂeets. Providing the context with AI
CONNECTED LIVE-VIDEO is a signiﬁcant
dimension that will change the way we
run our ﬂeets from now on.”
Avi Fisher, Surfsight’s CEO
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